TABLE 5.2 Methods of Discovering Archaeological Sites
CATEGORY

EXAMPLES

Fortuitous discovery

Plowing fields; during development

Predictive modeling

Using computer programs; maps; knowledge of
natural and cultural history

Consultation

With local residents, members of descendant
communities, and other academics; written records

Aerial-based remote sensing

Air photos; satellite images; thermography; radar

Ground-based remote sensing

Manual testing with shovels or trowels, augers
and corers; geophysical methods such as metal
detectors and magnetometers; chemical methods

Survey

Identifying features and artifacts as well as
vegetation patterns and anomalies in stratigraphic
profiles
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Perhaps the most famous occurrence of this was Heinrich Schliemann’s search for, and
ultimate discovery of, the city of Troy, based on the description written by the ancient
Greek author Homer. In North America, many sites have been found based on readings of ethnographies written in the late 1800s and early 1900s, which often detailed
the site locations of previous generations.
Consultation also involves talking to people. Members of descendant communities
often provide information on site locations, as do non-Indigenous residents familiar
with a region’s unmodified landscapes. Archaeologists interested in specific time periods often consult geologists and physical geographers to find out where sediments laid
down during that period are now exposed. For example, if an archaeologist is interested
in finding cultural remains initially deposited between 500,000 and 700,000 years
ago, it would make sense to consult with geologists to find out where deposits of that
time period are now exposed. Similarly, if an archaeologist is interested in finding
evidence of prehistoric coastal or river sites, it may be worthwhile to consult with a
geographer to determine the location of past coastlines and river courses. Archaeologists
interested in discovering organic remains consult paleontologists and other paleoenvironmentalists to find areas with good organic preservation.
AERIAL-BASED REMOTE SENSING

There are several aerial-based remote sensing techniques, including the simple use of
aerial images taken from planes or satellites. Photographs can be used to identify
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